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When one mentions telegraphy, most envision the railroad telegrapher or perhaps a commercial 
telegrapher employed by Western Union or a similar commercial telegraph company.   

In reality,  the telegraph was an indispensable tool in many industries.  Large manufacturing 
companies leased private wire services for internal communications, thereby introducing significant 
efficiency to widely dispersed manufacturing operations.  Large urban fire departments relied 
extensively on telegraphy for distributing alarms to fire stations and to receive acknowledgement 
upon dispatch.  Some of these systems remained in operation well into the 1990s! 

We tend to take much of our utility 
infrastructure for granted.  It is often 
so reliable, safe and economical 
considering the massive capital 
investment and complexity involved, 
we just assume it “takes care of itself.”   

One such industry is the pipeline 
industry.  Petroleum pipeline 
distribution networks are widely 
distributed throughout the continent, 
operating with a high level of safety, 
24-hours per day, 365 days per year. 

Such widely distributed infrastructure 
i s  now (cont inued page 2)               
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QNI is an independent newsletter 

dedicated to promoting NTS and 

g e n u i n e  e m e r g e n c y 

communications preparedness. 

Our newsletter is independently 

published and distributed free of 

charge to the Amateur Radio 

and emergency management 

community.  The opinions 

contained herein do not reflect 

the policies or opinions of the 

ARRL, the National Association 

for Amateur Radio, nor those of 

any particular NTS net or 

emergency communications 

organization.   

Our mission is to provide a 

forum for NTS volunteers 

throughout North America.  We 

operate on the premise that 

Amateur Radio public service 

volunteers should be, first and 

foremost, communicators and 

technicians.  If you share this 

vision, please support QNI.  

Submit your news and articles 

for publication.   
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well over a century old and it would not have been possible 
without telegraphy.  The telegraph played a major role in the 
pipeline industry well into the post war era.  Some of the men 
and women who worked as telegraphers for “Buckeye 
Pipeline,” “Standard Oil” and similar organizations are alive 
today! 

Please take a moment to think about all of the hidden 
infrastructure that supports your comfortable day-to-day life.  
Just because such industries are mature and well established 
makes them no less miraculous than the Internet or cellular 
data networks with which so many seem to be enamored.  
Also take a moment to think about the millions of men and 
women, past and present, who make such industries “tick.”  A 
bit of thought will reveal the marvelous creativity of mankind! 

Anyone who has been active in ARES or NTS for a length of 
time has likely read the “ARRL Public Service 
Communications Manual.”  For many years, this booklet was 
distributed free-of-charge to any interested radio amateur.  In 
recent years, it has been available on-line. 

Older copies of this manual are still worth reading.  However, 
recent changes in the Amateur Radio Service required  a 
somewhat new approach.  As a result, the ARRL Programs and 
Services Committee requested the creation of a new “ARES 
Manual” and a separate “NTS Manual.” 

The initial draft of the NTS Manual was completed and 
submitted to the Programs and Services Committee  for 
review during December, 2015.  A draft copy for internal 
review by NTS officials and other stakeholders has also been 
distributed.   

The new manual addresses many important topics, which were 
not covered in the older Public Service Communications 
Manual, including ICS-213, NTSD (NTS-Digital) operations,  
NTS Communications Emergency Response Teams, and 
emergency planning for NTS networks. 

It may still be some time before it is formally available on-line 
at the ARRL Web Page.  However, once it is released, it is 
recommended that every NTS operator read it.   

It is expected that updates to the publication will be also be 
forthcoming.  If one has recommendations for improvement 

after reading the initial copy (upon release), please notify your 
NTS Area Chairperson.  Recommendations and ideas will be 
reviewed and carefully considered for future editions of the 
manual. 

 

As with many aspects of participation in the National Traffic 
System, the actions of any one individual, net or section have at 
least some impact on the overall efficiency and reliability of the 
network.  This also applies to the management of book traffic. 

New NTS members should remember that NTS is predicated on 
the concept of interoperability.  Therefore, various stages in the 
traffic routing process will require human intervention.  For 
example, traffic may move from digital to voice networks and 
then to a CW net to effect delivery.  In time of emergency, this 
interoperability is of significant benefit.  It promotes the 
survivability and flexibility that ensures NTS continues to operate 
even in the worst-case scenario. 

When one originates multiple messages with a common text 
and/or signature, such as "ARL One" ("EVERYONE SAFE 
HERE PLEASE DON’T WORRY") or a standard "welcome 
message" for a club or organization, it is often beneficial to 
"book" such traffic.  The booking process is a time-tested 
procedure that dates from the days of commercial telegraphy.  
Consider this example: 

Imagine that I want to send a common-text message to all STMs 
in the United States during a disaster.  Here is a hypothetical text 
and associated signature 

REQUEST EMERGENCY ACTIVATION OF NTS 
SECTION NETS FOR TRAFFIC ORIGINATED  
FROM NEW MADRID EARTHQUAKE ZONE     
X  STM COORDINATION 14255 DAY  
7255 NIGHT VOICE  14065 DAY  
10117 NIGHT CW 
 
SAM GOLDWYN W9ABC 
STM ILLINOIS 
 

The idea is to send the common components first, followed by 
the variable portions associated with message serial number.  For 
example, in the case of a book of two messages, one might 
format and transmit the book via voice or CW as follows: 

 

 

 

Pipeline Telegraphy (continued from Page 1) 

By James Wades, WB8SIW 

New NTS Manual to be Released 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 

Sorting Book Traffic 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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BOOK OF TWO 
P W9ABC 28 MARION IL FEB 29 
 
BT 
 
REQUEST EMERGENCY ACTIVATION OF NTS 
SECTION NETS FOR TRAFFIC ORIGINATED 
FROM NEW MADRID EARTHQUAKE ZONE   
X STM COORDINATION 14255 DAY  
7255 NIGHT VOICE 14065 DAY  
10117 NIGHT CW 
 
BT 
 
SAM GOLDWYN W9ABC 
STM ILLINOIS 
 
BT 
 
332 
CAROLYN HESTER 
MICHIGAN STM 
222 N PARK ST 
OWOSSO  MI  48867 
517 555 3478 
 
BT 
 
333 
PETE SEEGER 
INDIANA STM 
17265 PLAINVIEW 
MONON IN 47959 
219 555 2224 
 
AR N 
 
As one can see from the example, numerous messages can be 
transmitted using this time-saving procedure.  However, 
introducing book traffic into the system is one thing….the 
process of breaking it up and sorting it as it moves through the 
system falls to the various Region and Area Net representatives 
at higher NTS levels.  Therefore, it is helpful to make life a bit 
easier on the men and women who are responsible for sorting 
one's book traffic for distribution and, in some cases, 
reassembling it for delivery. 

Recently, a number of NTS volunteers were discussing this issue 
on the "NTS-Ops" e-mail reflector.  The general consensus 
indicated that the preference was for book traffic to be sorted by Region.  
In other words, the addresses should be grouped by their 
destination region.  This greatly speeds the process of sorting the 
message traffic as it is distributed nationally (or internationally) 
within manual-mode upper-echelon nets. 

For background; here is the original inquiry and some 
comments from various NTS volunteers: 

Original Inquiry: 

"When I send new hams welcome traffic, in books on 
the nets, do you prefer ... 

A.  Sorted by zip so all traffic in the book is likely to 
be in the same Section & does not have to be re-
booked until near the end? 

B.  Sorted by, say, last name within each Area, so 
there is a random mix of Sections involved?  This 
would keep from loading up any one Section on any 
given day. 

K5KV requested option B for CAN traffic, so I will 
try that for a while and see where it goes.   

For background, I usually make up the source Excel 
file once a week & then select appropriate recipients 
out of that file each day.  What is left over, goes to 
NTSD.  Up to now, I was using the zip sort, with a 
few rearrangements to put MT in RN7, etc….. 

73 Kate K6HTN" 

Here are a few typical responses: 

"I can't speak for all of the WDN members but A is 
fine. ..."  Dave, N2RHL 

"As a TCC Rep receiving TFC from Kate, I prefer that 
the book is all for the same Region.  I take the TFC to 
EAN where routing is only by region.  Once at the 
region level, they can rebook by Section…"  Will, 
K4IWW 

"Sorted by region"…..Mark Rappaport 

Summary: 

Most of the book traffic one encounters will be garden-variety 
"common text" traffic directed to one's fellow radio amateurs.  
However, the wise person will quickly conclude that the 
administrative skills developed by managing such traffic will 
also prove of significant value in time of emergency. 

Some critics of the NTS measure the value of the system based 
on the content of casual, routine messages encountered on 
nets.  Yet, this content is of little importance.  What is of 
importance is the administrative skill set one develops managing, 
tracking and processing message traffic.  This is a skill set that can 
only be perfected through regular participation in traffic nets.  
It is also a skill set that may prove of significant benefit when 
"the big one" hits.  Perhaps most importantly, it is a skill set 
that cannot be provided by the average "cell phone" operator 
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or casual ARES member. 

Let's not confuse the content of routine traffic with the training 
and preparedness value associated with maintaining and exercising 
the administrative process and technical infrastructure provided 
by the manual-mode and digital NTS infrastructure.  It is the 
process that counts! 

When booking traffic, listing traffic on manual mode nets, 
creating batch files for NTSD and the like, be sure to always aim 
for efficiency , minimize confusion and always consider the 
administrative burden created at various “choke” points 
throughout the system.  Once such considerations become 
habitual, they will remain in place when most needed….in time 
of emergency. 

Fifty years ago, if one wished to broadcast an opinion, he had few 
choices beyond the proverbial "soap box" on a street corner.  If 
one wanted to reach thousands, he was subject to fairly strict 
gate-keeping and some level of peer review.  This typically came 
in the form of an newspaper editor, publisher, radio or television 
station program director or a similar individual.  These gate-
keepers certainly introduced a degree of bias into the news and 
editorial process, but they also tended to weed-out a large 
number of highly unqualified opinions and falsehoods. 

In our brave new age of the Internet and social networking, it 
seems everyone has an opinion and a soapbox on which to 
broadcast it.  Opinions are now so ubiquitous; it's hard for some 
to differentiate fact from fiction.  The fact that everyone has a 
voice can lead to the false impression that all opinions are created 
equal.  Unfortunately, some individuals take advantage of this 
new social media environment to stretch the truth or manipulate 
facts in order to promote a hidden agenda.      

Closely coupled with this is a reactionary “trolling process.”  The 
anonymity afforded by the Internet allows individuals to express 
opinions for which they can not be held personally accountable.  
This ultimately creates an “invisible man” scenario in which the 
unhealthy, excessively strident, or ignorant can derive pleasure 
by posting incendiary or misleading comments designed to 
inflame others.  Sadly, the same processes, which were designed 
to provide a voice and sense of collective experience to all has 
been hijacked by those who utilize these opportunities to feel a 
sense of power over others or to pander to the shared prejudices 
of a group.   

The Amateur Radio Service is not isolated from this trend.  
Radio amateurs operate within the same broad cultural 

environment that affects everyone.  This affects the way we 
conduct discussion and develop policy within our organizations.   

When issues of band planning, regulation, the basis and purpose 
of the Amateur Radio Service, or the now seemingly intractable 
ICS-213 controversy arise, one sees evidence of the same 
"tribalism," hidden agenda and manipulation at work.  Consider 
this recent post to a WinLink e-mail reflector: 

================================== 

Subject: Re: [wl2kemcomm] ARRL Radiogram now 
avaialble for RMSE users in library 

Date: Thu, 19 Nov 2015  
From: Name withheld 
Reply-To: wl2kemcomm@yahoogroups.com 
To: wl2kemcomm@yahoogroups.com 
 
  
1. The ARRL Radiogram is not appropriate for ANY 

use in an emergency.  It is intended for "Health & 
Welfare" messages ONLY. 

2. NTS is NOT an approved delivery mechanism for 
the legally required aid requests from a city to 
county or state and state to federal entities. 

3. The ICS213 is the approved aid request form.  It 
has a signature block. 

4. A signature on the form SHOULD be in the form 
of name / title / entity and signature 

5. Because images are required to transmit 
signatures, in MOST jurisdictions, the receiving 
operator will NOT have the "signature" -- BUT 
the "/s/" followed by name / title / entity 
equates to a signature that is accepted.  

6. Some "old school" folks may insist upon a "real" 
signature -- BUT, "authority: name / title / 
entity" is sufficient for most folks in an 
emergency.  Receipt of the SIGNED original can 
happen days or weeks later, if it is needed. 

Regards, 

Name Witheld 
[employment info also withheld to disguise identity of 
author] 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This post serves as an excellent example of a dogmatic 
pronouncement from an individual who writes like an "expert," 
but is incredibly ill-informed at best.  He may genuinely believe 
what he says, but one can bet the retirement savings on the fact 
that his ideas are based on anything but genuine research.  

Don’t Believe Everything You Read! 

**A far-flung editorial** 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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Perhaps he is what the younger generation calls an Internet 
"troll." 

In reality, the wise man or woman can easily deconstruct his 
dogmatic statements.  Consider these facts: 

1. The self-appointed "expert" states that "the ARRL 
Radiogram is not appropriate for ANY use in an emergency.  
It is intended for "Health & Welfare" messages ONLY."  Yet, 
he cites no authoritative source for this dogmatic statement. 
He cites no rule, regulation, or other guideline to justify his 
statement.  Had he researched the issue, he would have found 
that the radiogram format can (and has been) used for a wide 
variety of official communications conveyed over Amateur 
Radio circuits.  

2. The "expert" states that "NTS is NOT an approved delivery 
mechanism for the legally required aid requests from a city to 
county or state and state to federal entities."  Again…on 
whose authority does he make this statement?  His own?  His 
statement is not only patently false; it is contrary to the 
opinion of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.  
NTS circuits are perfectly acceptable for conveying served 
agency traffic, including aid requests in the absence of 
government or commercial telecommunications services. 

3. The "expert" states that "The ICS-213 is the approved aid 
request form.  It has a signature block."  As stated repeatedly 
in past issues of "QNI," the radiogram format not only meets 
the ICS-213 standard, but exceeds it.  ICS-213 is a standard 
that defines the minimum accountability requirements for 
messages transmitted within the NIMS environment. The 
radiogram format not only meets this minimum standard, it  
simply adds additional network management data, which is 
essential to ensuring the integrity of messages, which must 
pass between multiple network layers.  Interestingly, the 
same is true of e-mails transmitted via the Internet, which 
add a variety of network management data to an ICS-213 
message in the form of a "wrapper."  Worse yet, our 
"expert" implies that the radiogram form lacks a signature 
block.  Had he invested even a few minutes using "Google," 
he could have discovered that the radiogram format requires 
a signature.  It is obvious he has never actually used NTS or 
he is manipulating his audience by promoting a falsehood. 

4. Here is the icing on the cake.   In addition to implying that 
the radiogram format lacks a "signature block," he seems to 
also imply that NTS does not require a title and agency in 
association with the signature on official messages.  Again; a 
few minutes spent referencing the NTS Methods and 
Practices Guidelines documents or the wealth of training 
material available on-line, would have revealed the fact that 
such information can and should be incorporated into 
radiograms transmitted on behalf of served agencies.  [Side 
question:  Is it reasonable for the ARRL to continue to print 
and sell “official” yellow radiogram forms without a signature 
block, when all our documentation indicates it is required?] 

5. Finally, he attempts to discuss the concept of the legal 
substitute for a physical signature in record message traffic.  
This is hardly a "new" issue as the "expert" implies.  As a 
matter of fact; this issue was resolved well over a century 
ago and the acceptance of the legality of the signature in 
record message traffic has been accepted practice for 
generations on every major communications network, from 
the telegraph to the Internet.  In his attempt to manufacture 
controversy he displays either a high degree of generational 
myopia and a stunning level of ignorance, or he is simply 
being dishonest in his attempt to discredit the radiogram 
format. 

Simply put, this on-line post is an example of a highly divisive 
and counter-productive statement  (one is tempted to refer to it 
as the excrement of Bos taurus). It serves to degrade a valuable 
emergency communications resource.  It dismisses the valuable 
contribution of NTS volunteers.  It divides Amateur Radio by 
creating needless conflict between ARES and NTS based on a 
series of obvious falsehoods.  At a time when skilled volunteer 
resources are increasingly difficult to obtain, he is destroying 
consensus and cooperation and weakening our capacity to 
provide a unified, professional approach to emergency 
communications.   

This post exemplifies a type of behavior that has no place on our 
e-mail lists, at meetings or in print.  We should be working 
together instead of attacking each other like a bunch of primitive 
tribes fighting for territory.  Such behavior can be summed up in 
a single word:  "Shameful." 

Finally; if there is a take-away lesson from this incident it should 
be that age-old lesson that probably dates back to the era when 
man first communicated by painting pictographs on cave walls:   

Don't believe everything you read! 

Some Facts about Radiogram Format: 

 Radiogram format meets and exceeds the minimum 

requirements of ICS-213. 

 It is a simple process to convert ICS-213 to radio-

gram format and vice-versa. 

 ICS-213 can be transmitted in a radiogram wrap-

per via digital modes. 

 Radiogram format includes essential network 

management tools required for servicing messag-

es, identifying network topography and catalog-

ing messages for subsequent reference. 

 Radiogram format is interoperable.  It allows traf-

fic to pass between digital, voice and CW nets 

with ease.  
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The tree is certainly the radio amateur's best friend.  Over the 
past 100-plus years of Amateur Radio, trees have been pressed 
into service to support countless antennas including portable 
antennas erected in parks, at disaster sites and so forth.  Yet, there 
are places where a wire antenna is just not practical because 
supports, natural or man-made are simply unavailable.  There are, 
of course, many solutions to this problem.   One of the author's 
favorites is the temporary vertical antenna.   

Some years ago, the author purchased a "CN32" portable vertical 
antenna arrangement manufactured in Canada and marketed 
through "eBay."  The product was found to be nicely machined 
and quite practical.  However, the support was designed for use 
with a camera tripod, which may be ideal for portability, but 
which is not particularly stable under windy conditions or the 
like.  After experiencing a portable antenna arrangement being 
knocked over more than once, the time had come to locate an 
alternate solution. 

Fortunately, Surveyor's tripods are readily available at reasonable 
prices.  Used surveyor tripods are readily available via on-line 
auction sites and new ones are available in the 100-dollar range.  
The author purchased his tripod through "Ben Meadows."   

Surveying equipment is designed around a 5/8 by 11 inch thread 
size, whereas most ham antennas designed for camera tripods use 
a ¼-20 inch thread.  Therefore, an adapter is necessary.  A good 
quality adapter was located at an engineering supply store, which 
facilitated the use of the original mounting bracket provided with 
the portable antenna.  I now have a very solid arrangement, which 
is easy to transport, professional in appearance and stable under 
windy conditions. 

The two loading coils shown in the photos are from two identical 
vertical antenna systems.  I have modified them so that they can 
be threaded together.  This allows the vertical antenna 
arrangement to work down to approximately 5.0 MHz.  For a 
counterpoise, two 32-foot radials are provided.  A 25-foot section 
of ½ inch tinned-copper braid is also available to connect to a 
convenient grounding point.   

While not as compact and light as a camera tripod, a surveyor's 
tripod offers high-visibility (desirable at a busy command post or 
shelter), excellent stability and ease of transport.  

Surveryor’s tripod supporting a temporary vertical antenna. 

 

Is it possible for NTS to provide connectivity in 
conjunction with other organizations and agencies?  
Consider the following comments from Jim Bassett 
(W1RO), ARRL Nevada Section Traffic Manager, Air 
Force MARS  (AFA9RO): 

—————————————————————————- 

………In our area NTS, ARES, MARS and state agencies work 
well together.  

During a statewide exercise last year ARES members and 
MARS members occupied the same Emergency Operations 
Centers. ARES handled traffic on the VHF/UHF voice systems 
while MARS operators used VHF (MARS) Packet to relay out 
of the EOC to 2nd MARS location. Site coordination was done 
on MARS VHF FM voice. The 2nd location put the traffic on 
digital modes for relay 390 miles north via HF frequencies 
provided by the state coordinator. When the State frequency 
died MARS operators shifted to Amateur Frequencies for HF 
due to the capabilities of the State EOC set up.  Since the above 

Surveryor’s Tripod for Portable Antennas 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 

Are you thinking of getting involved in emergency 
communications?  NTS offers an ideal option.  One 
can learn to effectively communicate without leaving 
the comfort of one’s home.  Join a NTS net today! 

NTS, MARS and ARES Cooperation 
By Jim Bassett, W1RO 
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exercise the state has installed a new Radio shack at the Department 
of Emergency Management to improve capabilities. 

In order to expedite traffic handling, during last year's exercise, the 
EOC Scribe was given a thumb-drive, by the MARS operators. She 
typed the outgoing messages into the previously set up templates.. 
She handed off the thumb-drive to the MARS operators. The MARS 
operator just had to copy, paste and add in required message 
handling information. At the VHF/HF relay site the VHF operator 
copied the traffic to another thumb-drive and handed it to the HF 
operator. Again copy and paste to the outgoing HF system. This 
worked extremely well as we were able to get the messages from 
the originator to the far end at an average time of 11 minutes. This 
would have taken much longer if the message had to be re-typed at 
each relay point. In the future we plan on having two thumb-drives, 
in the EOC, so the Scribe always has one to work with while the 
other is being used by the radio operator. 

Having MARS operators that are also NTS trained is a valuable 
asset. The more that are cross trained the more flexible the system 
can be during an emergency.   

Our ARES group has done Radiogram training. Not all that took the 
training are active on NTS nets; however, they do have the basic 
understanding and ability to format and pass messages. ARES groups 
are a good source of potential operators interested in learning NTS. 
Several of my students were unaware of NTS. Two of them now 
frequently pass traffic on local VHF nets. 

[Here is some additional background from Jim—Editor] 

Operators (ham and MARS) involved in the statewide exercise were 
cross-trained in use of the FEMA ICS 213 format for message 
handling. This was the primary message format for traffic between 
the EOCs . This was the UNMODIFIED version. (Some ARES 
groups have modified ICS213 because they think it needs parts from 
the NTS radiogram). Radiograms were reserved for Health and 
Welfare, Routine and non-EOC traffic. 

All of the MARS operators involved in the statewide exercise are 
also ARES members. At the time of the exercise Air Force MARS 
and Navy-Marine Corps MARS worked together. (Navy-Marine 
Corps MARS no longer exist) 

Summary: Flexibility by: 

1. Three different communications organizations provided access 
to 3 different caches of authorized frequencies.  

2. Use of 2 different message formats were able to handle all 
situations. 

3. ARES, MARS and State Communicators can operate through 
inter-group cooperation. 

4. Cross training in message types. 

5. Ability to use various voice and digital modes-TNC and sound 
card. 

6. Not previously mentioned. The exercise was during the 
work week, limiting the number of operators that could 
respond due to many having to be at work. Because the 
smaller group was cross-trained they were able to handle 
the larger load that would be required of a group that 
were not cross-trained. 

The State Department of Emergency Management EOC 
Communications Manager during this exercise was a Ham and 
a former MARS member. He was responsible for providing 
state frequencies and temporary call signs to the MARS 
operators. Checking with your state or local department of 
Emergency Management; they may have these capabilities to 
interface with your operations. 

Use what will enhance your situations. 

-30- 

Over the years, I have accumulated a variety of electronic test 
equipment of various types, ranging from older service 
monitors and spectrum analyzers to scopes, VTVMs and the 
like.   

Test equipment takes up a lot of space if left on the bench.  
While special “scope mobiles” and the like were once 
manufactured for certain products, such as Tektronix 
oscilloscopes, these specialized products tend to take up  more 
than their share of floor space. 

While looking for a better solution, the thought  crossed my 
mind that an audio-visual cart of the type commonly used in 
schools and universities would be an ideal solution for both 
storing test equipment while at the same time making it 
readily available when needed. 

A quick look on “Craigslist” revealed several reasonably priced 
AV carts available nearby.  A bit of negotiation resulted in two 
carts being purchased for a fraction of the cost of one new 
one. 

I added a bit of “shelf liner” cut to fit the top tray of the carts 
in order to cover some of the discoloration and stains from 
their previous home, and the result is a nice, professional 
arrangement.  Best of all, I can move the test gear between 
the shack or one of two workbenches in the shop. 

For those that are technically oriented and find themselves 
with too much test gear, the AV cart may be just the solution! 

(see picture next page). 

-30- 

 

AV Carts for Test Equipment 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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Listen to many independent “public service” nets, and one will 
encounter individuals using a variety of impromptu procedures 
and methods.  Many of these individuals bristle at the idea of 
standardization, undoubtedly feeling they can handle the 
communications task at hand, despite little or no experience on 
nets. 

Typically, non-standardized methods result in significant 
inefficiency.  The operator transmitting a message may assume his 
procedures are “obvious,” whereas the operator receiving the 
message is left to guess at his intentions.  Perspective is 
everything! 

NTS nets function efficiently because the procedures are 
standardized.  The sequence in which message components are 
transmitted is always the same, allowing the receiving operator to 
anticipate message content and place it in the proper context.  
Specialized prowords or prosigns are likewise standardized for the 

same reason. 

There is nothing wrong with abbreviations and certain short-cut 
methods designed to promote brevity, unless, of course, such 
procedures are not universally understood.   

NTS and ARES volunteers are encouraged to avoid non-standard 
abbreviations.  This includes attempts to abbreviate city names, 
words within text, and similar message content.  For example, 
“SFC” may be an appropriate abbreviation for a message 
addressed to a non-commissioned officer in the Army, but  
“WRN OH” would NOT be an appropriate abbreviation for the 
town of  Warren,  Ohio.  Nor are airport abbreviations, such as 
ABQ or SFO a substitute for a city name. 

Simply put, one may think he is saving time by adopting 
shortcuts, but unless everyone on a net is “signing from the same 
hymnal,” the result is dissonance and inefficiency. 

-30- 

The Wisconsin Amateur Radio Emergency Service/Radio 
Amateur Civil Emergency Service (ARES/RACES) named John 
Wagner Emergency Coordinator of the Year for 2015 at their 

State Conference in 
October. 

Wagner leads as the Dunn 
County ARES/RACES 
Emergency Coordinator 
and Assistant West Central 
Wisconsin District ARES/
R A C E S  E m e r g e n c y 
Coordinator. Wagner 
helps the ARES/RACES 
group keep on task as they 
serve many agencies in 
Dunn County and beyond. 

—————————- 

Editor’s Note:  This award 
made the news in 
Wisconsin.  Such an award 
is not just an excellent way 
to recognize the efforts of 
the individual, but also an 
excellent way to make the 
public aware of the on-

going contributions of the Amateur Radio community.  

Is your section taking the time to recognize it’s top volunteers?   

Used Audio-Visual Carts make are ideal for storing test equipment and 

transporting it to where it is needed. 

Non-standard Abbreviations 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 

Wisconsin EC of the Year 
Courtesy of “The Dunn County News” 
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The Section Emergency Coordinator and Section Traffic 
Manager in Alaska desire to improve an existing H&W 
written traffic route between Alaska and the lower 48. 

This will be for the purpose of moving formal Health & 
Welfare traffic outbound from Alaska in case of a major 
disaster that severely disrupts normal communications 
infrastructure, such as a major earthquake, tsunami, nuclear 
EMP situation, etc. 

As you probably know, ARES protocol is normally to NOT 
handle ANY such “H&W” traffic until the more critical 
disaster mitigation and initial recovery traffic has been 
moved in such instances. 

We propose to establish a secondary but parallel routing for 
H&W outbound traffic that will not use any of the HF 
digital computer-assisted radio protocols/facilities or 
involve ARES personnel, so as to free those communications 
systems and routes for critical disaster traffic.  We also 
consider that such digital computer-assisted radio protocols, 
routes and personnel may be in short supply during and 
immediately after an event.   Likely they would not be 
available to us,  either through lack of availability altogether, 
or due to  having been commandeered  for ARES services. 

By setting up a parallel route structure, we feel that we can 
address the concerns of the “General Public” in the area 
affected by the disaster in regards to letting family and 
friends outside the area know of their situations. Also, we 
will not be an impediment to other ARES oriented 
operations. 

We feel that radiotelegraph (CW Morse) would be a more 
effective and efficient mode for this particular purpose.  We 
often have to deal with extremely marginal radio circuits at 
Alaska’s higher latitudes, as well as over the long haul 
between Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.  SSB voice is less 
efficient and not as well suited to passing written message 
traffic in this kind of operation, especially under marginal 
conditions . 

What we propose is to have a ready route available that will 
use CW Morse and move this outbound traffic in radiogram 
form to locations outside the area affected by the disaster so 

it can be expeditiously routed to the recipients via any 
available means. 

This would of course include the existing ARRL NTS and 
NTSD networks, Winlink, Telnet, long distance 
telephone, US mail, or even hand-carry. 

We will need some “traffic capable” CW operators to 
support this Alaska to Region-7 link improvement. 
We would like to vet a certain number of CW operators 
who have the necessary skills and station equipped to 
support this link.  We would also like to know what 
liaisons or connections you may have with the ARRL 
National Traffic System Nets, Cycle 2 or Cycle 4 as we feel 
that the already well established NTS networks would be a 
good way to move any traffic that occurs onward toward 
destination. 

I would like to see two or three, or more stations in the 
western lower 48 commit to monitoring our 20 meter CW 
frequency  14115 as much as possible on a daily basis 
between the hours of 2200Z to 2300Z.  The idea is to have 
some station available reasonably quickly in case we 
need to set up the traffic link.  It is hard to find a CW 
traffic capable station “at will,” and waiting hours or days to 
establish contact to start traffic moving is not a good 
option. 

Of course if the occurrence of some really major disaster 
o c c u r s ,  p e o p l e  o n  t h e  “ o u t s i d e ” 
of Alaska will know about it.  In such cases, I would hope 
that monitoring the traffic frequency 14115 would be 
extended to 24/7 for as long as it takes by these stations. 

So…. 

If you have any interest in participating in some tests we 
want to do in the near future to see what we can do with 
this, please advise the undersigned.  e-mail, or radiogram 
will do. 

I will be listening 14115 as usual each day all day as I can 
manage, but specifically will monitor more closely between 
2100Z and 2300Z on Saturday 30th January. 
VOACAP says those hours best for good propagation Pac 
NW to Alaskan Interior. 

73, 

Ed  AL7N 
STM Alaska 
 
email: 
telegrapher92@hotmail.com 

Improving the Alaska CW Circuit 

By Ed Trump (AL7N), Alaska STM 

mailto:telegrapher92@hotmail.com
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Snailmail: 
 
L. E. Trump 
2950 South Kobuk Ave 
Fairbanks, AK 99709      

Tel  907 687 5532 
(My Bio on QRZ.com, if you want) 
The discussion that led to Ed’s announcement (above)  
actually started some weeks before the recent 7.1 
magnitude quake that struck Alaska on January 23.  
Fortunately, the epicenter of this  recent quake was such 
that damage to heavily populated areas was minimal.  
Nonetheless, this event served as a timely reminder that 
geological hazards can and do occasionally impact the State 
of Alaska with devastating effects. 

This plan to improve connectivity with Alaska is a joint 
effort of NTS and SATERN.  While the emphasis will be 
on the establishment of a CW circuit between Alaska and 
the lower 48, once the traffic arrives in the lower 48, 
routing to its destination can be accomplished using any 
suitable NTS mode, including NTS Digital. 

Based on discussion that are in progress at the time of 
publication; the desire of SATERN and the Alaska SEC and 
STM is to avoid creating yet another independent or 
“parallel” net.  Rather, it is felt that the emphasis should be 
on improving connectivity between Alaska and the NTS 
RN7 network (seventh region net).   

Those volunteering for this project need to be aware that 
the policy will be to provide improved connectivity to 
RN7 (and therefore PAN), so that that the traffic can be 
injected into NTS and NTSD once it arrives in the lower 
48.  The best way to accomplish this is through regular 
liaison between Alaska and the RN7 Cycle 4 network and 
other NTS resources. 

Propagation Issues: 

Communications with Alaska has always been problematic, 
even for well-funded commercial and military networks.  
Aurora, solar disturbances and the like play a major role at 
higher latitudes.  Therefore, regular, reliable 
communications with the interior of Alaska will require 
volunteers who offer a combination of an excellent station 

and excellent operating skills.  This is particularly 
important should a disaster require communications with 
stations operating with power levels of less than or equal 
to 100-watts and temporary antennas in Alaska. 

Finally, it is important to understand the distances 
involved.  Those NTS volunteers located in Western 
Canada and the Pacific Northwest States, such as Oregon 
and Washington, will have the greatest likelihood of 
establishing and maintaining reliable connectivity with 
Alaska via HF radio. 

Ideally, we can broaden the volunteer base that supports 
the AK to RN7 link.  In the process, we can facilitate 
routine, daily NTS liaison while at the same time, facilitate 
preparation for “the big one.” 

If you can volunteer for this duty, please contact Ed.  This 
is an excellent project in need of a few dedicated 
volunteers with first class stations and first class CW traffic 
skills. 

-30- 

 

Our thanks to the Editor or QST for including a brief 
news item about NTS in the February, 2015 issue.   This 
news item  congratulates Ken Jacobs, KD6PGI for having 
received an NTS Special Service Award recognizing his 
work to implement the BPQ32 migration project for NTS 
Digital (NTSD). 

Perhaps this news article represents a turning point.  On 
one hand, NTS is stepping forward to take a leading role 
in genuine emergency communications preparedness.  
Likewise, perhaps the ARRL is taking notice and perhaps 
finally recognizing that NTS is very much alive and 
kicking!  

More on Improving the Alaska CW Circuit 

By James Wades, WB8SIW 

NTS Publicity in “QST” 

By James Wades, WB8SIW 

tel:907%20687%205532
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After almost four years of service, Steve AJ4TH is stepping 
down as 4RN NM, with our deepest appreciation and 
thanks.  His resignation is effective Monday, February 
4th and no successor has been recruited as of today. 
  
As you know, Net Managers are elected by area staff mem-
bers after a formal nomination period. This period opens 
immediately and ends Monday, February 15, 2016.  I ask 
nominees to email me directly at w3jy@arrl.org for imme-
diate consideration.  
  
I also wish to recruit an assistant Net Manager for 4RN as 
an unofficial but helpful billet to spread the workload and 
help train the next leadership generation. 
  
Net Manager duties and responsibilities are detailed in the 
NTS Terms of Reference: 
  
Region Net Managers: 

 
1. Manage Net operation in general. Appoint and train 

qualified net control stations. Appoint representatives 
to the Area Net. Work with Section-level officials for 
the provision of liaison stations from Section to Region 
Nets. 

2. Maintain close association with Net appointees, and 
represent their collective views to the Area Staff on 
questions involving NTS policies and procedures. 

 
All NTS Officials: 

 
1. Nominate candidates for the position of TCC Director, 

Area Digital Coordinator, Region and Area Net Man-
ager, and Member at Large when vacancies occur. En-
sure that all candidates are current League members. 
Elect replacements by popular vote. 

2. Resolve Net, TCC function and Digital Relay Station 
problems in cooperation with the Area Staff Chair and 
the Field Services and Radiosport Manager, as appro-
priate. 

3. No action or recommendation of an Area Staff will 
usurp the broad prerogatives of individual TCC Direc-
tors, Area Digital Coordinators, Region and Area Net 
Managers in matters concerning the internal operation 

of the net, or function, except in those subject to re-
view by the full Area Staff due to possible impact on 
the System external to the net. 

4. Expand NTS capabilities, especially in the areas of sys-
tem redundancy/ reliability and emergency/disaster 
communications. 

5. Issue certificates to Net or function operators as re-
quired. 

6. Report monthly on Net/function activity to ARRL 
Headquarters. 

  
On behalf of the American Radio Relay League, I want to 
thank the operators of the 4RN for their selfless work. 
  
VY 73 DE W3JY, 
 
Joe 
  
Joseph A Ames Jr MBA, MS 
Amateur Radio Station W3JY 
The American Radio Relay League, Inc. 
Section Manager for Eastern Pennsylvania 
Chairman, NTS Eastern Area Staff 
w3jy@arrl.org   
 

Solicitation of Nominations 

4RN Net Manager 

Deadline February 15, 2016 

By Joe Ames, Jr.,  W3JY 

Upcoming Emergency  

Exercise 

 

NTS members throughout 

the United States are 

asked to be available to 

support the upcoming 

“Cascadia Rising” emer-

gency exercise to take 

place during June, 2016.  

See article on page 13 of 

this issue! 

mailto:w3jy@arrl.org
http://www.arrl.org/field-organization
mailto:w3jy@arrl.org
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The NTS Area Chairs are considering the development of a 
“Tropical Storm Network” built upon the NTS infrastructure. 
 
Most of us have encountered a variety of Internet-based weath-
er networks such as “Weather Underground” and the “COPS” 
program.  These programs have effectively killed many of the 
Amateur weather networks that used to meet daily throughout 
the United States.  It’s hard for a manual net to compete with 
an electronic weather station, which is interfaced to the Inter-
net to provide automatic reporting every 15-minutes or so. 
 
However; what happens when the Internet goes away?  Will 
these automated weather stations continue to report when the 
connection to their local ISP is interrupted by a hurricane, 
flood, or similar widespread event?  What happens if the local 
CO is under water?  What if the APRS node goes away? 
 
There are, of course, some independent networks that activate 
during Hurricane events, such as the “Hurricane Watch Net.”  
These nets work hard to provide a good-quality service, but 
they are hampered by a number of problems, many of which 
are not of their own making.  For example, we’ve all heard the 
station from North Dakota check into the Hurricane Watch Net 
offering his services!  All too often, the combination of informal 
methods, non-standardized reporting criteria and lack of net 
discipline results in independent networks that essentially oper-
ate “in reverse.”  In other words, they end-up disseminating 
information to the field as opposed to collecting data from the 
field, which could serve to enhance hydrological models, un-
derstanding of synoptic conditions or aiding in the identification 
of major disruptions/damage as an aid to emergency services 
units. 
 
NTS networks and the radiogram format are ideally suited to 
the development of a “tropical storm network,” or “TSN.”  The 
concept is fairly simple in practice.  NTS volunteers would 
maintain basic weather instruments according to specified quali-
ty control standards.  In the event of a significant hurricane 
event or similar tropical storm event, TSN would be activated, 
and specific weather data would be transmitted to a key station 
and consolidated for access and use by any number of agencies.  
Potential users of such supplemental data might include: 
 
 The National Weather Service 
 State Hydrologists 
 The US Army Corps of Engineers 
 Agricultural Agencies 
 Natural Resources Agencies 
 Forestry Agencies 
 Emergency Management 
 Universities….and others. 

The weather data collected would include: 
 
 Average wind speed at time of observation (if available) 
 Peak wind speed measured in past 24-hours (if available) 
 Storm total precipitation 
 Barometric Pressure 
 
As you might imagine, the application of such a network would 
not be limited to hurricanes.  Consider the recent “Blizzard of 
2016,” which impacted densely populated areas of the East 
Coast.  NTS volunteers could have provide a great deal of sup-
plementary data on snow-fall amounts during this event.  The 
only instrument required to do so would be a yard stick used to 
take five to seven snow depth measurements and then average 
the results and perhaps a manual rain gauge to determine liquid 
equivalent precipitation value. 
 
Storm Damage Reports 
 
The TSN would also be available to collect storm damage re-
ports.  Such reports could be originated from ARES and NTS 
volunteers or served agencies in the affected areas.  By provid-
ing additional “ground-truth” data, emergency management 
agencies, such as FEMA, could potentially fill in some “blanks” 
in their overall picture of conditions on the ground.  
 
Staging Resources 
 
TSN would have yet an additional benefit.  By activating the 
NTS to collect weather data and storm damage reports during 
the storm, network connectivity and resource staging would 
already be in place should it be necessary to transition into a 
disaster response role during which emergency messaging must 
be conducted in support of served agencies.  In a sense, NTS 
volunteers would already be on-air, active and available to pro-
vide connectivity in a decentralized manner.  This would essen-
tially amount to “boots on the ground” in the affected area. 
 
Are you interested? 
 
A TSN Web Page has been established at: 
 

www.tropicalstormnet.org 
 
We encourage our NTS volunteers to look over the proposed 
“public face” of the program.  In particular, examine the report 
formats shown on the web page.  Then, please submit your 
comments, either positive or negative, to your NTS Area 
Chairman.  You may also contact the Editor or Assistant Editor 
of QNI with your opinions and these will be forwarded to Area 
Staff.  This program might have great potential to reinvigorate 
NTS.  It could also integrate nicely into our improved relation-
ship with FEMA.  However, we need to hear from you! 
 
-30- 

Proposed Tropical Storm Network 

By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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Benny Owens, K5KV, has resigned as Cycle 4 TCC director.  
Benny has done a great job as TCC Director and is an excellent 
CW traffic handler, so we are going to miss him a lot. 
 
A notice will be sent to the Central Area Staff for nominations 
to fill the position.  In the interim, I will accept your February 
reports via radiogram (preferred), e-mail, or Winlink.  Please re
-send them to me if you have already submitted them to Ben-
ny.  Those of you with TCC Slots (Echo, Foxtrot, Charlie) 
please also advise your days and position as well as details on 
how you make your TCC link.  I will put all that information 
together for the new TCC Director.  Please continue with your 
skeds as you are able. 
 
We are in significant need of TCC representatives.  While we 
can perhaps fill a few “holes” using NTSD, eliminating TCC is 
a bad idea otherwise.  There are reasons why we continue to 
maintain the voice/CW NTS, and they are still valid – it is a 
backup when all else fails and does not require computer or ex-
ternal modem hardware that may not have power to operate. 
 
If anyone in the Central Area is interested in taking the TCC 
Director position, the only requirements are that you are active 
on the CW nets and maintain ARRL membership.  You are wel-
come to nominate yourself.  There will have to be an election by 
the staff if there is more than one nominee. 
 
If anyone has some suggestions on how to deal with a shrinking 
TCC staff, please them along. 
 
Thank you, and particularly thanks to Benny for his many years 
of service. 
 
73, 
Steve K6JT 
Chair NTS CAS 
 
Editor’s Note:  Do you want to become a first-class CW opera-
tor?  There is probably no better way to round-out and perfect 
one’s skills than through participation in NTS CW Nets in gen-
eral, and TCC in particular.  Do you want to blow the socks off 
you’re friends at the multi-op station during the next big con-
test?  A few months handling TCC and Area Nets will train you 
to engage in multi-tasking that is extremely beneficial for con-
testing. 
 
NTS needs some people to step forward for this duty.  All that is 
required is some CW net experience and a willingness to grow 
into the position.  Please volunteer today by contacting Steve.  
Let’s keep TCC going.  It’s essential to the future of NTS! 

 
This issue of “QNI” was delayed to accommodate this im-
portant announcement.  We apologize for any inconvenience 
due to the delay but this information was important enough to 
warrant “holding the press.” 
 
As was reported last year in “QNI,” NTS Area Staff has been 
meeting with representatives of the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency to discuss the integration of NTS into disaster 
planning as a supplemental emergency communications re-
source.  For background, please see the September, 2015 issue 
of QNI available at:  www.qni-newsletter.net 
 
Based on these discussions, NTS has been asked to provide na-
tionwide connectivity in association with the upcoming 
“Cascadia Rising” exercise to take place during the month of 
June, 2016.  This functional exercise is part of a multi-phase 
series of exercises designed to test response to a Pacific North-
west earthquake and tsunami scenario.   
 
NTS volunteers will need to be well prepared to take on this 
important role.  Now is the time to support your local traffic 
nets, familiarize yourself with NTSD, ICS-213, radiogram for-
mat and similar requirements, improve liaison to upper-
echelon nets and NTSD (DRS function), and so on.  
 
This exercise will require vetted, highly experienced traffic 
operators.  We will likely test all modes, including voice, CW 
and digital NTS.  While the exercise design is still in progress, we 
can likely assume that NTS requirements will include:  
 
 NTS operators will be provided with message injects draft-

ed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.  These 
injects are to be opened at a specific time during the exer-
cise and injected into an NTS network.   

 
 Message traffic will be taken off of NTS and NTSD accord-

ing to an operations plan (yet to be released) and delivered 
via WebEOC.  Within the context of this simulation, 
widespread disruption of the Internet and other telecom-
munications common-carrier resources will be assumed to 
be occurring in the Pacific Northwest. 

 
 Once received, incoming message traffic will be measured 

against the original inject content for accuracy, time in 
transit and other operational factors.  Failures will be uti-
lized to develop additional protocols, training and similar 
requirements to correct obvious problems. 

 

NTS to Support FEMA during 

“Cascadia Rising” Exercise 

By James Wades, WB8SIW 

TCC—CW Operators Needed! 

By Steve Phillips, K6JT 
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 Area Staff will coordinate with section level officials to 
provide necessary briefings, training materials and exercise 
briefing kits. 

 
From a functional standpoint, this exercise might be viewed as 
an internal NTS exercise.  However, it is important to recog-
nize that some dynamic processes may arise during the event, 
which could require liaison to local ARES organizations.  
Therefore, the interest and support of the Section Emergency 
Coordinator and his staff will be important. 
 
The Big Picture: 
 
This exercise is extremely important to the National Traffic 
System.  We have been tasked with an important role by a Fed-
eral agency.  While participation in a single exercise is im-
portant, this event drives home several important points of 
interest to the broader Amateur Radio Community: 
 
 There is a renewed interest in long-haul communications 

and the survivable features of HF radio at the national lev-
el.  This is being driven by experiences in recent disasters 
and other hazards and vulnerabilities, which have been 
identified. NTS needs additional volunteers not just for 
this exercise, but to support the new, national initiatives 
with which we will be tasked.  NTS is no longer just about 
pushing around routine, “fun” radiograms.   

 
 While the upcoming exercise is specific to the Pacific 

Northwest, there will likely be additional exercises in our 
future, including internal drills developed by the NTS field 
organization to build capacity and ensure operational read-
iness.  These exercises will affect all parts of the United 
States. 

 
 The NCERT program (NTS Communications Emergency 

Response Teams) will be essential to our future relation-
ship with important agencies.  The specialized equipment, 
high level of organization and outstanding administrative 
skills needed to support an important agency are not al-
ways available at the local level, either due to excessive 
demand on volunteer resources, a lack of prior training, or 
a lack of constructive cooperation with NTS. 

 
 NTS needs to recruit a new generation of operators who 

have an interest in being the “quiet professionals,” whose 
emphasis is on developing real EMCOMM operating skills, 
the technology and station performance needed to be pre-
pared for major disasters. 

 
We will send out a special edition of QNI after the exercise 
design phase and all necessary exercise evaluation tools are de-
veloped.  In the meantime, NTS operators should get ready to 
support this important exercise.   
 

Cascadia Rising Disaster Exercise 

to take place June 7 to June 10, 

2016 

 

Get ready for this important exercise: 

 Check into  your local traffic net.  Fol-

low the procedures.  Ensure that you 

fully understand the necessary 

prowords, prosigns, and radiogram 

transmission methods. 

 Review the radiogram format.  Practice 

formatting a variety of routine radio-

grams, then originate them into the 

system. 

 CW operators:  Test the efficiency of 

your portable equipment during nets.  

Does your emergency station emit a 

“traffic quality” signal?” 

 Voice Operators:  It’s not enough to 

simply pick-up a microphone and talk!  

A child can do that.  Learn proper 

voice communications procedures 

now, message format and the like. 

 Digital Operators:  NTSD provide all-

RF radio links nationwide 

(Worldwide).  Develop your NTSD ca-

pability today.  Volunteer to be a regu-

lar DRS representative.   

 If you’ve never participated in NTS, 

now is the time to join.  It’s all good 

news and important things are happen-

ing.  We need operators with a profes-

sional attitude. 
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The “Hit and Bounce” CW Net is a very efficient radiotelegraph net, 

which meets daily on or about 7112 KHz.  Like all volunteer 

organizations, HBN is in need of additional volunteers, including net 

control stations.  If you can help please contact Mark Rappaport, 

W2EAG: 

 

14 R W2EAG 19 NEW BERN NC JAN 16 

QNC HBN 

 

HBN IS IN DIRE NEED OF NCS HELP ASAP X 

I NEED YOUR SUPPORT  THIS IS  YOUR NET 73 

 

MARK 

H i t  a n d  b o u n c e  n e t  “ q n c ”  

An Independent 

NTS Newsletter  

—— 

QNI is published 

quarterly...or more 

often when the Editor 

feels like it! 

All contents are Copyright 2016.  

This publication may be distrib-

uted unmodified and in its en-

tirety free of charge to the Ama-

teur Radio Community. 

TRAVIS, ANNE ELIZABETH (TAMBEAU); 

age 72; of Dearborn, Michigan; passed away at 

home December 2, 2015 after a brave battle 

with cancer. Devoted wife, mother, and com-

munity volunteer. Long-time member of St. 

Alphonsus and later Sacred Heart Parishes. Past-

President of Motor City Radio Club. Enjoyed 

the outdoors, always maintained a beautiful 

flower garden. She frequently visited Metro 

Parks State Parks and National Parks. Avid Geo-

cacher. Predeceased by father, Leo Tambeau. 

Survived by her mother, Lucile Tambeau; hus-

band, Malcolm Travis; her children “The five 

Travis Girls”, Joyce Wiazowski (Ralph), Claire 

Ryan (Matthew), Mary Cook (Wayne), Karen 

McGregor (Adam), Gail Travis; and seven 

grandchildren.  

Until forced to resign due to health problems, 

Anne served as General Manager of the Michi-

gan Net, QMN.  Anne was a very active CW 

operator and stalwart supporter of QMN and 

the ARRL National Traffic System.  She will be 

missed.  We would like to extend our sympathy to 

Anne’s family.  

Gary, KB0OFD has had to resign as Central Area 
Digital Coordinator due to serious health issues.  
Larry, WB9FHP has taken over as Central Area 
Digital Coordinator and NTSD Hub. 

We should also take this time to reflect on all the 
great work done by Gary, KB0OFD, during the 
past several years. We all thank Gary greatly for his 
dedication and hope and pray for all the best for 
him. 

All DRS / STMs please send your reports to Larry, 
via NTS or to wb9fhp@gmail.com.  Larry is also 
the Central Area Hub.  He is working on getting 
BPQ32 up and running there but his current setup 
still works well. This is also to advise those of you 
in the 10th region that Don, KM0R, is now up and 
running with BPQ32 as the new 10th region 
MBO.  All TEN traffic will go to Don and 10th 
region DRS stations should connect with him  to 
receive messages.  As always, outgoing traffic may 
go to any of the 3 MBOs (WB9FHP, W5SEG, 
KM0R) in the Central Area with preference to 
your regional MBO.  

In Memoriam 

Anne Travis, K8AE 

New Central Area Digital Coordinator 
By Steve Phillips, K6JT 

mailto:wb9fhp@gmail.com

